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We have considered the motion of a spherical, cylindrical or plane piston into a non-uniform 
medium taking into account energy transfer by radiation. We have obtained approximate ana- 
lytic solutions for the physical situation (i) when the llledium is optically thin and (ii) when it  is 
optically thick. We have made use of technique due to Chernyi in whkh the flow variables are 
expanded in series of powers of IS, the density ratio across the Shock. Temperature distribution 
behind the shock front is depicted graphically for the limiting caaes, mentioned above for a large 
number of cases including the situations when the medium ahead of the shock is homogeneous I ' or otherwise. 
The equations governing radiation-gas-dynamics being highly non-linear integro- 
differential or differential in different approximations such as the modified form of Schuster- 
Schwapschild's approximationl, optically thick approximation and optically thin appro- 
ximation, the solutions have mainly been obtained by numerically integrating the differen- 
tial equations In similarity variables -4. Some attempts a t  finding approximate analytic 
solutions have recently been made by Traugott5, Wan$ and Marshak7. Wan8 has obtained, 
employing Cheinyi's technique8, some particular approximate analytic solutions upto 
the zeroth order only, for the plane piston problem in an inhomogeneous medium for 
the optically thin case and the 'local temperature approximation', generally in terms of a 
similarity variable and for some special opacity laws. 4 s  the previous numerical results419 
showed that the radiative transfer affects mostly density and temperature distribution, 
while the pressure and velocity remain practically unaffected; the analysis in the Chernyi's 
method was simplified by the introduction of the assumption that the velocity and pressure 
behind the shock are the same as in the non-radiating case. Wan8 has assumed the 
- plane piston (causing motion) to be cool. 
We consider the approximate analytic solutions for the piston problem with thermal 
radiation more generalIy, that is, when the piston is spherical, cylindrical or plane. We also 
consider the cases when the piston has a finite temperature. We have treated the optically 
thin and thick cases for different opacity laws governing different ranges of temperatures. 
We have also employed Chernyi's methods under the same assumptions as made by Wan@. 
We have obtained the solutions for the optically thin case upto first order, zeroth order 
solution being in a closed form while the first order solution is generally expressible in 
terms of incomplete Beta functions which, howeve?, can be integrated in a closed form 
for special choices of the parameters. For the optically thick case, the zeroth order solution 
for temperature is governed by the general form of diffusion equation. By introducing a 
similarity variable, the solution of this equation is obtained in terms of confluent hyper- 
geometric functions for a particular choice of the exponents u and /I in the opacity law. 
The first order term in this case does not seem to be amenable to a closed form solution. 
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B A S I C  E Q U A T I O N S  
The relevent equations in terms of time t and the Lagrangian co-ordinate q are ; 
.. . * -  . Equation of wn.tinu$y : 
Equation of nwrmenturn : 
Equation of energy : 
3'3 3p-I - 1 
- _ - -  
- + p  3 t  V. FB 3t P 
d7 
-- = K dx (5)  
,- 
.3 
where p is pressure, p density, T  temperature, e internal energy, F R  is the radiative energy 
flux vector, x the one-dimensional space co-ordinate, I{ the absorption coefficient, r the 
optical thickness, j=1:2,3, for plane, cylindrical and spherical symmetry respectively. q is 
the Lagrangian co-ord~nate defined by dq = po d-1 dx,, , where x,, is the value of x at the 
initialinatant of time and po = A x,,-w is the initial density and is a positive constant. 
3 
Following Chernyi8 we assume the following expansions for x, p, p, T ,  e and RR 
2 = x(0) + € x(') + €2 sf%) + . . . . . . . . (6) 
The problem is discussed in two media (i) optically thin medium and (($1 optiosib 
thkk medium. 
O P T I C A L L Y  T H I N  M E D Z U M  * 
We first consider the case when the medium is optically thin. Follqwing Bloor'O, we take 
3 
energy flux vector PR and- the absorption coeficient K as 
- 
-* 
v. F R  = C P ~ T k 4 ( T 4 - 0 ' 4 )  (12) 4 
K = kl pa T P 4  (13) , 
where a , f3 . 0 ,  0' and 4 are constante, 0' being the tempepature of the piston. 
(i) We first consider the cam when the pistm is cool, that is, when 0' = 0. 
By using (12) and the gae law, (8) r e 8 ~  to 
ae - 1  P . 
at - ~ & - l  IJS--u+l - + p  g = - O B  (14) 
where R is the gas constant. 
Spbstituting the expansions in (lP), w e g d  the foBowbg equations for the eeroth and first 
order terms. $ .  
The boundary conditions at  the shock are 
"(0' ( t )  = X8 
4 1 )  = xJ,(u = . . . . . .  = O  1 
2 Pl pp, =. -- ~(0) '  
" .  
y + l  
. $ . -  p J I L p p l = . .  .... 
. . 
. . . . . .  
I > 
3 pJ2) = = 0 
T p )  = L tan 
TJl) = 0 
- .  
q b  = j-w 
2 , ~  (n + l)a 
where A is a conatant and L = ( Y +  J ) R  
Now we introduce a new variable t* related to 9 through 7 = A 6(4j- (t*) j-0 * that 
is, t* is the instant .of time at which the shock crosses the particle with the Lagrangian 
w-ordim& q. We d e h e  the similarity variable p by p = and this variable i related 
rle 
to t* and t by 
(f - 4 (n + 1) 
(18) 
Thus we can write 
@ I  + 
2% 2n k 
, a @ )  * = ($) = p(j- "1 (n + 14 
T?' ( t )  
(19) 
- 
'-i 
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Replacing e(0) by cv fiO) and integrating (16) with boundary conditions (17), we get . 
CR1-a (,9 - a)  (0~8  -- - 
Cv T2 (t*) x 
t 1 
-- 
B-a . S p""-l dt ] < : (20) 
t* 
For air at a temperature below 16,0W0 K, it bas been generally agreed that the constants 
a end ,9 can be approximately taken 40 be 1 and 9. In order that 
Po) ($3 7 )  
2'2''' ( t )  
may be a function of p alone, when a == 1, the similarity condition 
must be satisfied. Under these conditions, (20) reduces to 
I 
- (0) T'O' (4 .I) l' ( P )  = , T?' ( t )  
1 .- 1 \ -- 
U - w )  ( a + - 1 )  + T I  8 - 1  (22) 
where the radiation pirameter 
Q ( P - 1 )  ( Y - 1 )  2 ( 8 - 1 )  r =  
R@ (23) 
For the zeroth order pressure p(O) we take the non-radiating solutionll which is 
where k: A (Y f 1)  2(j--a) (n + 1) 
The density P(0) is obtained fmm the gas law, (22) and (24) and is given by 
, .. - , 
1 1 
p(O) = p1 [ I  + h (1  - P ) ]  [(].--r) P (j-4 (n + 1) 8-' (25) 
when g = 1, (16) reduces to \ 
a Ti1) 0 ,9 T ( ~ ) f i -  3"ti) = ( ~ ( 0 )  
-
% 3 t  +T- 0, pm:a 3 t (26 
. 
, 
-, : & 
Integrating (26), we get 
, . ( ,  9 4'l) (r) r 
TS[OI ( t )  = (V + 1 ) ~  [(i- r) pm + P ] - ~  x 
'-. 
x [ A ,  + 4 h(l + ~ - O ) + ~ ( l - p - m ) -  
\ - 
- - & J  P - ~  L 
l + k - k r  
1 
- dr i The iategral / ? T k - k r  
,. 1 ,  
1 
- 
can be expremed in terms of incomplete Beta function as 
I (29) 
where V 
- 
kt=-k and 5 -  
-7 k1+(1-kl)p 1 
I f  m = 52, . . . . theincomplete Beta fusotion can be integrsM and we get the folludnp 
solutions for rn = 1 and 2. - 
J (a) when m = 1, ' 
\ 
~ ( l )  ((P= ( Y +  ~p [ ( l - ~ ) ~  + F ] - ~  x 
x . [ ~ b ~ + ~ ~ ( i + k - ~ ~ ) + ~ ( ~ - - ~ - l ~ ]  )30) 
- 
where 2 = A, - --- E - E  
1 .i 
l + k  *3=4t -j-• 
$6 . 
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(b) when m = 2, the solution is giventty 
(P) = (Y + 1) Pa [ ( I  - r )  p2 + r ] -' x - 
where 
Substituting the expansions (6) and (8) in (I), we get 
Integrating we get 
/ 
The distance b e e n  the piston a&d the slioek is @yep by - 
I 
1' 1 -- 
x, - xp 8 - 1  C ( 1 - r )  p m + r l  
' 8  [ l  + k - k ~ l  ntc (34) 
0 
(ii) Now we consider the case when the temperature at  the piston is finite, that is, C' Z 0. 
From equations (3), (12) and the gas is&, we get 
I .  - - 
a e 9 p-l - - 0 B1-a  p a - 1  T8 -a -3  
- +P--- (T4 - C!4) 
a t  a t  
(35) 
where R is the gas oonstant. 
Substituting tho expansions (6) to (10) in (35) , we get 
a e(O) =i C R1- a  (0) 1-a (o)8-a-3(T(~)4 
P T - cl*) 
at 
, (36) 
(37) 
From (36) end (4), we obtain. 
where 
hl = ( 7 0 ' 4  
By the transformation z = - " , we get 
where . ' 
We take a = 1 and /3 = 9 then 6, = $ and (39) integrates to 
A1 
/ 
Since = g4 << 1 , where 6' is the ratio of temperature a t  the piston 0 T,(o)~  (t*) 
to that at the shock TJ@~ (I*) , y e  exph~d the logarithmic terms in (40) and obtain 
, 
T"' = T,'0\ (t*) [ 1 + (Y - ( t  - 1.) ~ , a 8  (I*) 1 - ' I 8  R (41) J 
' We n ~ t e  that after cancelling certain terms the constant 0' becomes a common factor on 
both sides of (41) and cancels out. We have retained terms up to T(o)-'. In order that 
the expression within the bracket on the right hand side of (41) may be a function of p 
alone the similarity condition (21)  must be satisfied and under this condition we get 
where r is given by (24) with$ = 9. 
We assums the temperitqe a t  the piston to be a ftaction of that a t  the shock so that 
C' = 6' Tat0) ( t )  
where 8' ia a constant less than 1. Substituting (43) in (37) and putting a = 1, /3 = 9 and 
e(l) = cv ~( '1 ,  we get 
When8m take wz = 1, r\a = & , by the transformation z = (1 + 0 P)), (*I reduces t~ 
," 
> lr 
~ ( 1 )  (a )= (Y + 9 (1 +;) (r z"-4 x 
.- k e  
. .  
x [ a Z - + ( n + z )  (1 - + 2 )  5  + (1 - z%lt (a + p=jjt x 
h z - 1  
x tm- l 
where (1 + 0)) < z  2 1 , \ 
L = Cl - k All , 
, 
M = 4 + ~ 1 + ~ 1 1 ( 1 + ~ ) - k 4 ~ ,  
2V = (1:+ h) Bi$, . - 
{ :;::;; }*- A,' I 1  + ( 1  + el* )* - c 1  - ( 1  + 4 4  
Aa 
- - 
b ( 1 + 2 / 8 ) - 1  
- tall-' 1 + b ( 1 + 6 ) * + B , ,  (62 - l)* tan- l ( e ( 1 - b e ) ) *  (ba-I)* ! e ( l  -ba) I* 
The zeroth order temperature distribiution behind the shock, for the plane, cylindrical 
8nd spherical pistons for a = 1, /3 = 7 ,8  or 9 is given by (22). Por the radiation parameter 
r > 1,  the expression , 
increases as p varies from 1  to 0. T(O) decreases as we proceed from the shock to piston. 
This means that for larger radiation effects the temperature falls off more rapidly towards 
the piston. When 0 < r < 1, the temperature increases towards the piston. When the 
gas is non-rad&ting, I' = 0 and 
- T(0) = p - l l ( j - 4 ( n + l ) ( P - l ) .  
L i , 
Since /3 > 1, J' > w , 12 > - 1, T(O) tends to infinity as p -+ 0. In this case the maximum 
tempewture region is near the piston. When r = 1, T(O) = 1, that is, the temperature 
is constant behind the shock wave. 
Numerioal results show that PI) contributes significantly for smaller values of r 
asd'tke ~dntribution is more near the piston. When r is smll,as abo pointed earlier by 
Dm. Sa. J., VOL. 21, OOBRS 1971 
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Wang, the solution does not give good results: We have shown tempereture distribution 
behind the shdck in Fig. 1 and 2 for the plane and spherical pipt9ns. &r r > > 1, the 
temperature monotonically increases from Ohe piston to thg shook, 
When the temperature at  the piston is non-zero, (42) ahoiithat-the zeroth o r d e ~  
solution is the same as for the cool piston but the first order solution is different.The nature 
of the temperature distribution in this case is the same as when the pistm is eosl except that 
now i t  decreGea more rapidly towards the piston. The density is given by (25). The effect 
of radiation parameter an the density is opposite to that on the tkmperature. f i a t  is, for 
large values of radiation parameter, the density increases more rapidly towafds the pistun. 
The numerical results, obtained by Helliwellg, show the same trend. We remark that the 
numerical results obtained by Helliwel1° for the spherical piston problem with radiation 
- 
show that in certain cases the optically thin approximation gives nearly the same resulb as 
obtained for the case of general opacity, for examplef when ci = 1 and j3 = 6, (Fig. 3 of 
Helliwe119). As r increases the integrand of (33) decreases @nd thus the effect of larger 
radiation is to decrease the distance between the shod  and p i s h  
Now we consider the case when the medium is optically thick. Beside3 (1) and (a) 
the equatioy of continuity and momentum, the energy equation is given by 
-b - -+ 
a e  ap-' aPR (j- 1) PR 
- f P  -=sj-l-+-- -
3 t  . at a~ - P x (47) 
+ 
where PR is the net radiative flux. Other basic equatians are 
cr B = y T 4 ,  (48) 
where B is Planck'a Function of black body radiation, a, j3 and kl are constants. 
Pig. 1-Temperature distribution behind the shook 
wave, thin w, j=3 
i 
- - 
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3 
~ l % r  substituting the value of FR in (47) and using (4), we obtain for b = 1 . 
3 4 1 3T 2 ( j - 1 )  2 - 2  a 8 -  - T - 
Z r l  (52) 
-, 
Substituting the expansions (6) to (9) in (52), we obtain (: a \- 
By the transformation f = tm+l, (53) reduces lo the general form of diffusion equation 
where .' 1 - 3 - P , m  =2(j71) ( n +  I), 
16 ~,2( j - l )  0, =; 3 k l c ,  (m + 1)- 
We assume a similarity f o m  for the temperature 
T'O' = L .$ f (p)  (55) 
where 
" i; i ' The boundary omditions (56) require - .  ; tb  
- 2 %  - 
A, = 
m+ ifr . < 67) \ .  
The similarity condition for the optically thick &&urn is 
- 
, 
n ( 2 ~ 3 - 4 )  + l  . . b 
C14 = 
* 2 (n + 1) (58) 
% 
Under this condition (54) reduces to 
d?f f!f- f l  - + IfZ-- l  
acla 
f a p -  + b f = O  
dcl (59) ~ I' " 
8 <" b 
where o = ( j - - a )  ( n f  1 ) B ,  b = - - 2 r a B  
3 m (.1, + 1)2(8-3) 8 = 2 '  B-3 kL494-8" -- 8 ( ~ - 1 ) ( j - - - ~ ) ~ ( ~ )  /($+B) (9) 
0 '38 " * > b *' 
In an atmosphere with temperature varying from 20,000" to 2,00,000~ K, th'6 Value of 
is 3 and (59) reduces to 
dsf 
-7 + b f = O  + a ;iF- (GI), 
3 
4- 1 
3-  
- 2 
t f 2-  IC 
tk 
I 
I - 
OJ 0 i 
0 2  0:4 0.6  o . a ,  ;:o 
u- 4- 
Fig. +Temperature distribution behind Fig.4-Temperrtture distribution behind the 
rthe shock wave, thick case, 3 = 1. shock wave, thick case,3=3. 
1. 044 O s l o  1. o=o, -@=lo 
2. wa0.4, 8=10 2. w=O, 8==60 
3. w-0.4, 8=60 3. ww8-6, 8=&0 
4. w=0.6, 8=WS 
We aseume f (p )  = u (z) where z = - a pa and then from (61) we obtain, 
where 
The bouqdary oonditions for u (z) are- 
< u (z*) = 1 
u (0) = 8 
The solution of'(63) is dbtained in term3 of confluent hyp2rgeometric function as 
u ( z )  =cl1Fl [ V , S , z ] $ q ~ l - - ~ ~ 3 ' ,  [l + V - 8 ' 2 - S , z ]  (64) 
where cl and are % are arbitrary constants and 
.......... v (V+1) Ak = , (V + k - 1) 
......... . S ( S f  1 ) .  ( S + k -  l)k! (66) 
Using the boundary conditions (63) we obtain, 
If we take cool piston so that 8=0, the temperature T ( O )  is given by 
R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N  
We have given numericalresults in Fig. 3 and 4 for plane and spherical pistons- 
& respeotively both for the homogeneous and inhomogeneous media. We have used Slater's 
Tablela for confluent hypergeometric fuoction for smaller values of z and for z > 10 we 
have used the asymptotic expansion 
(S - 1) ! 
. zv-8{1 + (1 - V) (AS - . V )  + ( V -  1) ! -+... 2 
Since in our case z is always negative, we use the transformation 
Our numerid wults sbow that in case of plane t he  temperat:lre behind the shock 
tisea to a maximum and than falls off towards the pis to^. In Gase of spherical piston, when 
the medium is homogeneous, the nature of temperature distribution is the same as in the 
plane piston but when the medium is inhomogeneous the temperature behind the shock 
fa& monotonically towards the piston. Since S=+ there is no singularity at the piston 
z=O in the solution (56). As in the thin case the distance between shock and piston decreases 
due to larger radiation effect. When the medium ahead of the shock is homogeneous 
the effect of increase of opacity behind the shock is to reduce the temperature hump be- 
hind the shock so that the flow bchind tht5 shock becomes isothermal for large opacitya. 
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